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J News Briefs J New College . System Proposed 
HOUSE PLAN SPLIT 
Evening Session House Plan has 
split with Day Session House Plan 
a11d' will not participate in Day 
SeS"sion1s Mardi Gras which will be 
held 011 April 27. The cause of the 
split was due to Da;y Se'Ss'ion's re­
fusal to give Evening Sessio_n an 
equal voice on the co-ordinating 
committee of Mardi· Gras which 
they ha'd en.joyed in the past. Even­
ing Session would also have been 
given a minority vote in the choice 
of a cliatity whh:h would receive 
th-e profits reaped from this event. 
At present plans are bein,g for­
·mulated by Evening Session House 
Plan to ho�d their own affair some 
time shortly after finals at a lar.ge 
midtown hote1. 
PASSWORD TOURNAMENT 
The Inter-Club Board is sponsor- Panelists Murray Gordon, Roger Leven and Dr. Buell G. -Gallagher 
ing a Password Tournament which who discussed free tuition l>efore the City College Club last week. 
Pres. Gallagher Calls for 
,Financing Via Income Tax 
By Marvin Gross Wirtfi 
A program for "nationalized" free c-ollege tuition was 
presented by City College President Dr. Buell G. Gallagher 
at a meeting of the City College Club on -Tuesday March 
19th. Speaking as part of a panel on free tuition in the Oak , 
Lounge, DT. Gallagher sta>terl that it was time for propt5nents 
of free college education to move • 
from a defensive position to an of­
fens-ive 'one, He felt that they 
sh'ITu'ld expa,nd th.eir effo1rts to en­
compass a nati-onal program. 
The President pointed out that 
college graduates earn in their life­
times a,pproximately $100,000 more 
than non-gt'aduates. "Every stil­
. dent . should pay compl'etely," he will, be held on Thursday evening, 
April 25 .. ICE is planning to hold 
the game in accordance with the 
rules of the popular television pro­
gram which is fast becoming a na­
tional past time. The tournament 
is 011el). to all students who may 
ente1· independently or as teams 
sponsored by· clubs and organiza-· 
tlops. P1�zes, to be announced later, 
of his family.] "Under that plan," 
said Dr. Gallagher, "any school 
t!lia't cll.arges $400 can collect from 
the Sitalte for students wl'ro come 
to it. By the strangest coincidence, 
in all units of the State University 
they will charge $400.?' This, he 
pointed out, would cost the State 
an additional $6 million, 
T 
• • �- ht G O 
said. "He should1pay when he can 
U l tlon l'.U 
. OeS ll pay and not when he is in school "If you ·are going to have a pro-
'l::J , and not by signi,ng a note. He 
gram of govei'nment aid to higher 
should pay it back later in life educati?n,"-he continued, "it shoul_d 
T s •t 1 s tb k with his income tax. Support free 
b,e devised to encourage free �­
..l n I n l ,e o 
. 
e . a c ,S higher education across, the nation tion and then, w�en the student IS 
r out of income tax," he asse1'ted. 
1gradua�ed, Jet him pay bac_k out 
"Those who ,make more shou'rd pay of_ the mcolr\� t�x. ,He should con-_ 
more ; those who make 'Jess I?ay, tribute back mto the COJ:n?lon pot 
less. If then we turn around· and to help tne next generation. You 
say that -everybody goes to coliege . ought �o .. 12a.y _ b!lck' 1:1a·ny times 
!ree if he wishes to, you have to ove_r for what you got _111, free edu­
have the colleges for him to go to." cat10n. You ca
m� to a free college; 
ffy Maurice S. Joseph 
will be awarded 'to 'the winners. Although the De,mm;ratie-spo1:1sq:re<i! motion to restore 
fntereste_cl,. s_tudent;; sh1ml� .�011'tact ,maRd-at0ry•free tuition in the city and state uFJ.iversities of 
Jeff Kreiss m the -r?B office, room . of New York was defeated in both houses of the state \egis-313, Student Center. lature last week, the free tuition-<;;•-·--------�---
THE ACCOUNTING SOCIETY issue remains an important one in tor of the free tuition forces said 
The Evening Session Accounting today's ne_ws. Las_t Monda)'.'s state "Twenty-fiye percent of our mem� 
Society will present Mr. Martin assembly m a stnct .P:i-itylme vote bershi,p Jives out of the state. We 
Cohen, CPA, in the Marble Lounge defeated the free tmtlOI)- prqposaL have four · chaJ?ters in California 
of the Student Center on Monday The vo_te was 6l-53. However, 33 alone and have asked all our chap­
April 1, at 10 P.M. "Governmental Rei:iubhcans w_alked out of the ters throughout the country to 
Accounting" will be the subject of le�-stature sess10n rather than ��ve write to the Governor. The tuition 
Mr. Cohen's address. then- vote re<lorded. Free tmtion foes have pledged to organize free 
Mr. Gohel)., presently connected forces are, hopef':l that before the tuition councils in evety county of 
with the lJ.S. Army A1:1dit Agency, ;t
p 
of this s':rt�� on 
h
�'�rc_h 31









e���all/ t�e :a:::e · r::�ts i��) petitions'. _and visitation ca�-
Dr, Gallagher pointed out the you have no nght to w�lk _ off 
failure of the · State's "scholar and �ay you have no obligation, 
incentive" program. [Under this But 1t ·would have ?een a closed 
arrangement, a . student who pays 
door fo;; most of us 1f we had had 
at least $400 annually fo1' tlii- tp pay. 
tion may receive reimburse- , Dr. Gallagher explained his na­
ment for a:11 or' pa,rt of this tional prog_ram as follows: "I would 
cost, ,depending on the income level (Continued on Page 2) 
Non-Matrics Vote 
ter's degree. His ledure is intend- as the defeated Democratic bills 
palgns to eon:7i1;ce the state l�gis-
d "d h ld b
. :. 
d t f . ·t
. lattffe that th1s. '.ls a ·foremost issue , F_ or the f,irst time in, the history of The Baruch School, e to provi e t e undergraduate wou e repo1 .e ou o. comm1_, - to J?arents and students alike. 
with a c1earer insight into Defense tee. !n the a�te,rmath ?f -last weeks Speaking to the City College Club a Stud·ent Counci'l election wil  be held in all of the centers. 
Depa1tment controls. de;f�t, the forces beh_i�d t}'ie rE;)sto- in ·the Oak louno-e of the Stugent· Reballoti,FJ.g of the Non�Matric class will take place on the 
Also expected to appear as sye- ration of the ;f1Je t1,t;-t10n,._mand�te C_ente,· on Tuescl;y· evening,, 
1M��·ch evenings of April 1 through 4. ·,.,....-----�------
cial guest speaker is Mr. Reuben pledge? , an ewe11 m�re mtensive 19, ·.City Go'llege President Dr. The five students who are pres- TED KAGAN 
Lev from the personnel bureau of campaign to reStore guaran.teed 13 n · G G. 11 h · ·t , t d hi erftly in contention for the four Ted ,vas 011e of the Noii-M·�.ti�c the N.Y. State Tax Commission. free ,tuition to New York's higher 
ue :- · . a ,ag er rei em _e s = ., 






� ���:err 0;;!';atL·ic seats on Student representatives to Student Council 
teT's in Public Administration and this mtens1fied ca11;pm?n wi}l be- lagqer noted that the City Univer- last term. He was also active in 
now studying for his Doctorate at come not only 3: maJor issue m the sity is faced with an increase in ROBERT ELLIOT BANKS the Society for the Advancement 
NYU, will outline the many job 1_963 s�ate. elections, b�1t also a na- the number of bachelors candidates, Bob is a membe · of both Th 
opportuntiies available on the state t10n-wide I.�sue a!f�ctm� Govern�r from 12,000 to 16,000 within the Reporter staff an� the Carner! 
of Management this past semester .. 






felle1 s p1esid1:ntial amb1- next three years and even if state Club, ME'fER V. ROSSABl 
An hour prior to the Society 
meeting, another "Tax Forum" will Dt' -Sewmour Weisman, Execut- aid �o the City University rE;)mains MARY Gl:tA.CE Meyer, \V,_as another represen-
be held 'llnder the direction of Mr. tive Secretary of the. City Co-Jlege at its present level the amount Mary has been quite active in the tative . to. Student Council last 
Henry Lieberman, Faculty Ad,,:isor Alumni Association -and Coordina- (Continued.-on Page 3) Newman Club. 
· semester. He was co-chairmarr of 
and CPA. ---------��------------- -�-------------1 the Ch1;stmas Fund Drive. He is 
FLOWER SHOW 
p bl• t• A • t• El t• B Id-
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l 
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ciety and a member of Omega Sig-
by the Gramercy Park Assn., will 
ma Phi and the debating Society. 
be held at the National Arts Club, ,Ne is. on the executive board of 










um0·ents a:nd the thr;ee newcoitlets 1-).av'e been elected to the Publications As- ::mi
�i
ee
�his term's registratio!j. 
to 10 P.M. This year's theme is a socia:tion., it was a,nno-imced last n.ight by Burt Beagle, PA president. · h BERTRAM SUMMER 
M��:�u\�e:irl;f!!�:YcJai� � 
Re-etected were Eurt Beagle, Maurice Jos·el')h, David Feldheim and Prince David. The Bert has been attending Ba'l.'ueh 
with Mrs, Palmer :Rogers ,as ,Co- 11ew members are Marvin Gross·· for three semeste)!s and is present-
ehairman and Mrs. Alexander Wilth, Joe Edell and Sylvain Klein. the various aspects of p1:1blica'(;ions.1 Burt Beagle, a former Editor-in- ly working for The Reporter as a 
Prim, serves as Secretary. Sub- The elections were held during To be eligible for election a stu- , Clhef is cun:ently Spo1ts Editor. staff writer. , 
jects presented will be Camelot, the intersession registration in dent must have se1-ved at least one i Moorice Joseph, a former Club The si-tuation which caused the 
South Pacific, Little Me, Oliver, conjunction with the Student Coun- year in an editorial ca.'Pac-ity for: News Editor, is now Special Proj- reballoting was due to the dis­
Stop the World and many others. cil elections. A total of eleven can- one of uhe studEmt p1:1blic:ati1;>ns, I ects Editor. Prince David is interest of the student body, as a 
The show ,vill display the ingeni- didates "'.e�·e pn the _ballot with the Wi'th the_ disband_ing ?f Midnight, j a former Busine�s Manager _and whole, the Non-Matric class in par­
ous aitistry of floral 0,rrangements. seven gamrng the highest vote be- the Evenrng Session fatera,ry mag- , Photography Editor, The latter ticular, evidenced by the insignif­
More than 100 exhibits will be on ing elevated to PA. azine, ab0t1t seven years ago, The ' three were all selected for "Who's which are in effect at the Baruch 
disp1ay and more than 40 awards The Publications Association is Repo1 ter is currently the only ma- Who i,n American Colleges and Uni- School. A large amount of blame 
given. ,the governing body for Evening jor publication in ;Eveni-ng Session. versities" during their undergrad- can be placed on the inefficiency 
The show is in celebration of Session publications. Among its re- Messrs. Beagle, Joseptl and Dai'vid uate days, of the election committee of S.C., 
Spring in Gramercy Park, a� area sponsibilities is the election of the are graduates of Baruch School and Marvin Gross Wirth is Managing in their management of the dis­
that preserves the nostalgic atmos- Editor-in-Chief of The Re_porter have served on PA for several Editor of The Reporter. Joe ;Edell tribution of ballots and their 
phere of Old New York in a more and the granting of awards to out- terms. Mr. Feldheim ' is cun•ently is Associate Editor and Sylvan failure to recruit people to attend 
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THE REPORTER Wednesday, March 27, 1963 
Th�:�����,���l�rate! 
1111 Wirth Noting • . · I Ill
in Room 303 of the 23rd St. Cen­
ter. 
ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT 
ASSISTANT - Male only, posi­
tion with a furniture firm in mid­
town Manhattan. Applicants should 
be able to handle own correspond­
ence and have good typing skill. 
Prior advertising experience re­
quired. Starting salary $90 per 
week. Refer to Gode No. 90-30. 
By Marvin Gross Wirth 
Lately, I have become ,aware of a number of realiza�ions which, 
although apparently unrelated, are nevertheless connected, m that they 
contribute to. one ultimate conclusion : the de-humanization of man. A 
wide variety of forces seem to l:>e st)-iving to highlight and encou,rage 
man's basest animalism. ,. ,. 
Item: A few weeks ago, 18,000 people jammed Maclison Square 
Garden to see a fight between .Cassius Clay and Douglas Jones. They 
were joined by millions of Americans gazing transfixed at television 
screens. At the contest's conclusion, the. spectators booed, hissed, 
stomped, ,and otherwise expressed their clispleasure because (a) Mr. 
ASSISTANT BOOKKEEPEER. Clay had failed to keep his promise to knock out Mr. Jones, and (b) 
- Female only, position with a they disagreed with the judges' decisions as to who had inflicted 
Madison Avenue advertising agen- greater punishment on whom. Consider: two strong, healthy, and pre­
cy. Must be able to type. Previous sumably intelligent young men, ,vithout a shred of antagonism be­
experience as assistant bookkeeper tween them (whatever rancor may have existed was artificially created 
required. Refer to Code No. 45-40. by the situation itself) are paid by their fellow men 
St8;rting salary $85 per week. to beat each other up with no other aim but to 
render each other unconscious. The Clay-Jones fight 
PRIVATE SECRETARY - Fe- is, of course, not unique; its like is repeated nightly 
male only, position working ,vith · throughout the world. And if some of the�e specimens Personnel Director of quasi-gov- of manhood at its most glorious are killed, -.or 
ernmental agency. Should have maimed, or pummelled into blithering half-wits, well, 
excellent typing-steno skills and that's the gamble you take. The main thing is· to prior secretarial experience. Start- pound, punch, wound, draw blood, knock senseless ing salary to $95 per week. Refer another human being solely for the gratification of to Code No. 240-68. the public Just. Ain't civilization great? 
Copy Staff: Francine Stobnitzky, Sharon Singer, Toni Teres, Barbara TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT AS-
Greller. SIS-TANT -. Male only, position with a shipping f.irm in lower 
Item: More money is being spent on hunting sup­
plies and equipment now than at any time in the history, of the "sport." 
The woods are jammed with week-end Nimrods, and their r.anks are 
increasing. ·Fortunately, they occasionally shoot each other, instead of Staff: Kathy Cassidy, Bert Summer, Herb Rothman, Bob Williams, Manha�. _Applican� mu�t type 
Mike Meyers, Giuseppe .Costantino, Richard Robinson, Shelly "'.ell wi_th prior expenence m traf-






salary $85 per week. 
the animals. 
Bullfighting is illegal in this country, but despite its gore and 
cruelty, it is aesthetically more pleasing and morally more acceptable 
than hunting. While the bull is forced into a situation not of his own 
choosing, he can at least see his antagonists and make some effort at Photographers: Piince A. David, Bob Williams, Larry Laracuente. 
Refer to Code No. 168-32. 
Room 311 Student Center. Telephone: GRamercy 3-7748 
(Un) Balanced Budgets 
INTERNAL ACCOUNT - Male self-defense. And though he is fighting a battle whose outcome is, for 
only, position with an engineering him, pre-determined, he is not· denied the opportunity of retaliation. 
firm located in lower Manhattan. The point is that he is not the unwitting victim of some cowardly, 
MBA candidates with a year of ex- well-secreted boob, up to his buttocks in swamp water, peering through 
pe1-ience desired. Starting' salary a high-powered telescope looking for some hapless fleeting or flying 
$115 per week. Refer to Code No. creature to dispatch with a hunk of hot lead. 
- · 20-a 75. Please do not mistake this for an expression of a passionate love New York State is presently 49th out of 50 states in for animals (to be discussed more fully shortly). I am not an anti-
amount of per •capita aid to education. We are presently SECRETARY - Female only, vivisectionist or a vegetarian ; I have no pets and want none; and I positions with a leading invest- h 11 faced with the IJOss1"bility of becoming dead last because of b k ' . t· . W II am w o Y in favor of destroying animals for food or conservation. ment an mg orgarnza ion m a But hunting as a sport has nothing to do with these • things. It has 
a political football game over which the citizens have no street area. MuSt have good steno to do with the desire to kill, for its own sake, a desire so strong that 
control. Baruch's students of economics and taxation have �;
d
t,�;;�:!r!
k��s e����-i:nc�:ti1:1a�� it is embellished ,vith form and ritual ranging from duck calls (a dis­











being perpetrated upon the citizens of the State of New York 
bonus. Refer to Code No. 240-54. follow a. rigid protocol, centei;ed on torture and slow death, in the 
fox hunt. Whatever else happens, the ,purpose of the fox hunt is to 
by the present GOP-controlled legislature in Albany and the 
p p d
kill a fox; having· been caught in advance, it is set free on signal so 
presidential aspirant who is· its leader. Last year's fair-haired res. .ropose that high society's horsemen and -women and their dogs can chase it, 
boy of New York State economics is suddenly faced with (Continued from Page 1) 
corner it, and tear it to shreds. Then it's back to the house for cock-
k h' f t "b tails and canapes, which a'ny civilized host would be expected to pro-necessa�y tax increases for the coming fiscal year which 
ma e t is a program O con ri u- vide for his equally civilized guests. 
tions to both public and private The foregoing are, so to speak, ways of working our way down run somewhere in the neighborhood of $200,000,000. The institutions; we need both. I would' from the human level to the animal. There are those, however, who 
Governor neatly balanced last year's budget _by, collecting not compel any institution to come would have us do the reverse ; i.e. raise animals to a status approaching 
two years of corporation franchise tax in a period of 10 in, but any that does would be !'.�afi;:tfr; G�n:!i;� 
vitiate man's position in the animal kingdom as 
months and applying both years' revenue to his 1962 budget. entitled to aid to the extent that Item: "Why can't dogs 'eat as well as people do?" whines an 
He cannot do this again, so the loss of revenue with which it provides free education." He often-repeated television commercial. Because they are dogs and not 
l felt that this 
could apply to people, that's · why. One might as well ask why lice cannot eat ashe is presendy faced constitutes a major portion of his pro- parochial institutions as well. Un- well as people do. The fact that your, particular affection may be· 
posed tax increases. A bill requiring monthly, instead of der a system of cost accounting directed toward a dog instead of a louse is your concern, ·not mine. 






' than your dog, no matter how much you 
taxes, enabling the state to pick up 14 monthly payments, of the religious schools' educational Item: Recently, a group comprised of a rare species of screwball 
instead of 12 durino- th next fiscal year increasing state costs are earmarked for secular in- picketed the White House, protesting against the indecent exposure-., e 
. ' struction. Federal aid would be perpetrated by Macaroni, Caroline Kennedy's _pony. They are doubt-
revenues by 123 million dollars, has Just been passed by the 'granted accordingly. less akin to those who raised a clamor some years ago about unclothed 
legislature. Mild protest from the audience horses wandering about the city streets perverting the youth of the· 
nation. One wonders what a properly attired stallion is going to do 
Republican insurgents in the legislature had been hold- was raised by this point. One about his trousers dm-ing moments of natural stress. Heaven knows 
ing out against the Governor's propbsal for an increase on alumnus felt that in a parochial it is difficult enough to housebreak a dog or cat, but street-breaking� 
ll·quor license fees. It 1·s certa1·n at th1's t1'me that the�e will 
institution, the religious influences a horse ... 
were introduced into the non-reli- This business of dressing horses is, of course ridiculous (s�me 
be a compromise increase in liquor license fees, amounting gioils classes. ,Another asked: "Dr. even claim that it is all a hoax), but it begins to assume a degree o:
f 
seriousness with regard to the more conventional pets. A well-clad to $35,400,000. Public opinion and pressure groups caused a Gallagher, why do you have to poodle, complete with mink-trimmed jacket, rhinestone collar, and 
withdrawal of the Governor's proposal to increase auto Ii- complicate this already complicated pedicure, is becoming a 4lss and less unusual sight. I have nothing· 
cense fees thereby bringing about a loss of 48 million dollars business by dragging in the reli- (Continued on Page 4) 
in expected revenue. The budget of the state of New York 
gious schools? This will only stir
1"r========================:-1 up more controversy." The Presi- 11 
has increased at a rate of better than 200 million dollars per dent replied that any bill for Fed-
year since Governor Rockefeller took office. The Governor era! aid to education would have to include some provision for reli­
is quickly running out of gimmicks with which he may con- gious schools if it is to be passed. 
tinue to look like a wonder boy in today's world of deficit "You might as well make up your 
spending. Many political issues such as state aid to educa-
mind to that," he said. 
tion, social welfare, and mental hygiene are now being forced 
to suffer because the state is being run by a man with one 
eye on its purse strings and the other eye on his national 
image and the White House. 
The Governor is quickly losing the support of members 
of his own party over his latest actions which are certainly 
not state-inspired but nationally inspired. We would like to 
remind any presidential aspirants reading the Reporter that 
a man who hopes to win a presidential election must first 
have the support of his party in his home state before he 
will even receive a nomination. 
STUDE NTS 
!"lave midterms lefl you psychologically beat? Are your kids brow­
beating Y?U to tak� them to the park so they can play on the swings? 
Is your w,fe pestering you for a new car? Are you looking for an out­
let to release your frustrations? 
Run Home 
Your Troubles Are Over 
Steal Your Kids' Crayons - Sharpen 'em Up 
And Wait With Bated Breath 
for 
Bernie B. Beaver's 
EVENING SESSION COLORING BOOK 
The special April Fool Supplement of the Reporter on the stands 
Next Monday evening, April 1st 
Don't miss itl!I It'll go foster than the cookies in the Student Center 
/It's free, of course) 
Wednesday, March 27, 1963 
Budget Deficit? 
In view of the current dispute between legislators and 
Governor Rockefeller over the deficit in his projected New 
York State operating budget, it is ironic to note that some 
$6,000,000 of this deficit is the result of the recent imposi­
tion of tuition fees at the Stater-i•------------­
Univetsity. 
Because fees will be levied as of 
September, 1963 on 35,000 stu­
dents who were attending on a free 
tuition basis before, the State of 
New York must now appropriate 
an additional $6,000,000 out of the 
projected operating budget to the 
Scholar Incentive Program to pro­
vide for stipulated tuition fee re­
bates for these students. 
Since all tuition revenue goes 
into a special State University "In­
come" fund, not into the State 
treasury for general purposes, the 
added appropriation for Scholar 
Incentive grants goes, in effect, 
from the regular operating budget 
into the new fund to be used for 
expansio11 of the State University. 
The result is an increase in the 
operating budget deficit. 
Thus, Governor Rockefeller is 
asking the taxpayers to pay :now 
for future State University expan-
sion. This is :no longer "pay as you 
go" but "pay in advance.'' The 
sound way to finance capital ex­
pansion is tl11·ough long term bor­
rowing, such as the bond issue 
which was authorized by the people 
of the State of ew York but re­
mains unused by the Governor. 
While the case ,against the im­
position of tuition fees goes beyond 
the issue of finances alone, a study 
of both the additional income to 
be derived by the State University 
from the newly-imposed tuition 
schedule - about two per cent of 
the university's budgetr - and the 
additional cost to the State of New 
York for Scholar Incentive Aid re­
veals 110 logical justification for 
establishing tuition fees. By elim­
inating the projected tuition fees 
through the restoration of mandat­
ed free tuition, the State Legisla­
ture can immediately cut $6,000,000 
from the controversial New York 
State operating budget now under 
consideration. 
Set Deadline For Admission 
Friday, April 5, has been set as the deadline for sub­
mission of applications for membership in the Beta Chapter 
of Mu Gamma Tau, National Hon-• 
orary Fraternity in Management. 
Graduate and undergraduate stu­
dents who have at least 12 credits 
in Management and who have at 
least a B average in Management 
courses and high scholastic achieve­
ment in their over-all studies may 
secure applications by inquiring in 
the Management Division Office, 
Room 1605. 
Applications will be reviewed by 
the Admissions Committee of the 
Fraternity and interviews will be 
granted to qualified students ap­
proximately tv,o weeks after the 
closing date of April 5. Subsequent­
ly, selected applicants will receive 
notice of acceptance into the 
Fraternity. 
In order to cover the cost of 
membership keys and Honor 
Scrolls, a $20.00 initiation fee will 
be required from those who are 
selected for membership, which 
will be officially conferred upon 
them at the Fraternity's formal 
Installation .Ceremonies in the lat-
ter part of May. 
Any questions which prospective 
applicants may have regarding the 
Fraternity may be directed to Dr. 
Samuel Ran.hand, of the Graduate 
Division and Professor Huxley 
Madeheim, and Mr. Gerald J anko­
witz of the Management Division. 
Pub. Service 
Career Test 
If you are interested in a, career 
in the public service and meet the 
follo,ving requirements, you may 
be eligible to take part in the 
1963-64 New York State intern­
ship program in public adminis­
tration beginning July 1, 1963. An­
nual salary : $5910 to $7205. 
You are eligible if, by June 
1963,_you will have graduated from 
a recognized college from a four 
year course for which a bachelor's 
degree is granted, and will, in ad­
dition: 
1. Have completed all course 
work for a Master's degree in 
public administration, political sci­
ence, government, public affairs, or 
governmental administration; or 
2. Have completed all course 
work for a master's decree in 
some other field ( or have an LL.B. 
degree from a recognized Jaw 
school) and have earned a total of 
18 semester credit hours in under­
graduate or graduate courses con­
sidered preparatory for work in 
government administration - such 
as public or personnel administra­
tion, public finance, administrative 
analysis, public Jaw, political the­
ory, political' economy, and federal, 
THE RE P ORTER Page Three 





:!::irert ents Did you ever have the utge to throw a balloon filled 
for the teaching profession? with water, or watch some mice run around without the 
I t h i n k  the guidance of Dr. Pavlov, or even get married? 
most important You can do it all to the strains <,•)------------
�iJ:i\t:1e::t0f.t. 
t� of a live orchestra, interspersed tions of life on the manicured 50 
believe that if you with refreshments. And you can by 100 plots has left audiences 
are not interested have all your friends on hand for convulsed from coast to coast. 
in working with only $1.75 to $3.00 depending on However, no performance is com-
people and im- where they want to sit. 
plete without beautiful girls. And 
parting informa- the House Plan hopes to serve up 
tion to help others you are not a The occasion is House Plan's a platterful in its contest to choose 
teacher. It would be unfortunate if Mardi Gras 1963, an old southern a Mardi Gras Queen. Girls inter­
a person were to enter the teach- custom coming to take over the estecl in overnight fame and for­
ing profession for mercenary rea- north here at the .College on April tune are urged to fill out applica-
sons. 
Murray Krieger 27_ �f:Je�f 
���:�--
104 or 302 of the
The sponsors are planning lavish Hopefuls will be narrowed down 
A very good 
k n o w I e d g e of 
your subject ma­
terial and also a 
strong interest in 
the material are 
both necessary. 
One must have 
enthusiasm f o r 
the subject to be able to teach it. 
to them. 
Marvin Ames 
I should say 
first to know the 
subject, second to 
be able to de­
scribe the subject 
matter clearly to 
the class, so as to 
keep the subject 
i n t e r e s t i n g  
Irving Schwarzkopp 
Since no two 
students have the 
same problems in 
learning, it is in­
cumbent upon the 
instructor to de­
termine for each 
individual s t  u -
dent the approach 
and method which will best get 
across the information. 
William Hirschfeld 
I think that a 
gifted teacher has 
these two kinds 
of preparation in 
his background. 
The first thing is 
years of prepara­
tion in his sub­
ject ; the second 
thing, is an interest in students 
and a desire to help them learn 
and enjoy the subject. The two 
are interchangeable. The best 
teachers I have had were those 
who were scholars, but I had had 
one or two scholars who were not 
good teachers. 
Dean Wright 
state, municipal or comparative 
government. 
If you meet the above require­
ments, you a1:e invited to appear 
for the competitive written test 
on Saturday, March 28, 1963 
Room 412 at Peter Stuyvesant High 
School, 345 East 15th Street, New 
York City. The test will start 
promptly at 9:30 A.M. 
decorations to turn the building to five finalists at the Mardi Gras 
and tenth-floor cafeteria into a pro- Queens' Dance Friday night. The 
per setting for revelry. So for, the winner then will be chosen by elec­
theme is a secret - to the public, tion and croWl)ed on the stage at 
that is. the Mardi Gras celebration. Her 
Highlights of the evening will picture will appear in the Mardi 
be a comedian and a queen. The Gras Journal; she will get a sports 
comedian, Alan King, climbed the outfit from Pantele. Clothes and a 
ladder to fame on the debris of bathing suit from Lee Beachwear. 
suburban living - his favorite tar- Tickets are on sale in the Student 
get. His long, devastating descrip- Center lobby. 
·over 21' Club Organized
This term a few Baruchians got toegther and decided 
that what this school needed was a good club for students 
--------------<••:>< 'mlho have reached their majority. 
Tuition Fight 
Out of this idea has come the new 
Over 21 Club. 
Harry Goetz, leader of this group 
(Continued from Page l) has stated that the main purpose 
would be inadequate in the face of the club is to cater to the social 
of the increased size of the student needs and wants of the older stu­
body. dents. He feels that the older stu-
In Albany, GOP assemblymen dent, being more sophisticated in 
rejected Gov. Rockefeller's budget his outlooks, demands a different 
compromise and staged the second kind of social group and program 
longest budget holdout in history. than the younger student. To this 
Republican supporters of the Gov- the club's activities should not be 
ern.or last week offered a plan limited to dances only, but also to 
calling for 96 1nillion dollars in the cultural interests of the more 
budget cuts. Included in this figure mature student. 
was a 19 million dollar cut in state The Over 21 Club is planning its 
. . first social get-together for this aid to education. However, most of Friday night, March 29, at 8:00 
this amount was restored in the 'P.M. in room 304 of the Student 
budget which finally passed the Center. It invites all Baruchians, 
legislature. The main objection to male and female over 21 to come down and join. This promises to be 
the Governor's budget was not an enjoyable and different expe­
Jo,'ver aid to education, however, rience for all who attend. · 
but an increase in liquor fees. It 
has been rumored that unless the 
Re_publican rebels fall in line, pres­
sure will be brought upon May9r 
Wagner to get votes from City 
Democrats to pass the budget. It 
was said that Wagner would have 
been willing to Je;1d his help to the 
GOP-controlled legislature, for the 
City of New York is faced with a 
200 million dollar budget deficit 
and he will have to get approval 
from the GOP - controlled legis­
lature for the new and increased 
taxes he ·needs to bridge this gap. 
of BERNIE B. BEAVER, Etq. 
Page Four 
Facts on the 
Tuition Controversy 
(Reprinted from a "Fact Sheet" distributed by the Alumni Association) 
CONTENTION . . .  Tuition is necessary for mtlfornuty at all 
, public colleges in the state. 
FACT . .. The vast majority of students in the four-year pub'lic 
colleges in the state presently do not pay tuition. If uniforntlty is· de­
sired, would it not be better to remove tuition from the minority of 
schools now charging tuition than to impose it on the tuition-free 
majority? 
CONTENTION ... Revenue from tuition is necessary to finance 
educational expansion. 
FACT . . Net additional revenue resulting from a $400 tuition 
fee at state colleges have been authoritatively estimated at less than 
$5 million per annum, after conservative reductions for rebates and 
admiiustrative costs. 
This is insignificant when compared with an annual operating 
bt,dget of $130 million for the State U!iiversity and the billion dollar 
expansion program envisaged for the University. 
If tuition is intend,ed to · contribute significantly to educational 
costs, the logical conclusion is that fees will have to be doubled and 
trebled in future years, pricing more and more families out of higher 
educational opportunity. 
CONTENTION ..  A "means test" with a rebate procedure will 
enable poor but able students to benefit from a college education. · 
FACT ... A "means test" is degrading and inequitable, no mattei­
how carefully devised. It fails to take into account students from linv 
middle-income families, Such families, while eantlng more than net 
taxable $1800 a year that would exempt them from tuition, do not 
earn enough to be able to pay even a minimal .tuition. A family ·of 
four 'earning only $91 a week ,gross, would still have to pay tuition. A 
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Tips for Job Interviews 
By Richard Spaniardi 
You are ;:i.11 presently employed or expected to be shortly - I hope. That is most· of us 
are working for someone else :._ unless there are some farmers here; or maybe you own 
your own business or you are in politics. Rega1,dless, at one time or another each of you 
has applied for a job and were<ei•---------------- ---------
either successful - or else you 
were hired. 
This article will concern itself 
with the employment interview. 
Perhaps it can give you some in­
sight because it will deal wtih, both 
the applicant and the interviewer. 
The first thing that faces a job­
seeke1• is "What can I do ?" Some 
people have rather glorified ideas 
about their capabilities while oth­
e1.·s are overly humble. So, after 
buying the Sunday Times( when it 
was available) and scrutinizing the 
want ads for ho�rs�Monday morn­
ing finds you downtown - at the 
employment agency. Then there 
follO'-''S a week of chasing jobs ,tha,t 
were just filled or not suitable. 
Finally, the job that reaHy looks 
good. This one you want and a 
personnel interview is set up. 
All of you at some time have 
read or were told the do's and 
don'ts of '. taking an interview. 
Briefly here are some of them: 
help as do the battery of tests friendly atmosphere. Meanwhile 
which, as you all know, are de- you're saying to yowrself "Let's 
signed to discourage you. Should get on with it'- like the suspense 
you survive all these obstacles, the is killing me." When he asks you 
interviewer knows that you are - as they all do - "Why did you 
serious about the position that is leave your last job?" try answer­
open. ing -it somewhat differently with 
The interview starts off rather. "They wi;re prejudiced" or ','They 
casually with "Have a seat please." beat me." 
A word of caution - make sure Remember - the interviewer 
there is a chair - you'll look rath- keeps his job by rejecting ap­
er silly sitting· on the floor. The plicants so he is out to trip you 
interviewer has probably studied up - Why some of them even use 
your application until he knows it lie detector tests _:_ the presump­
better than you - yet when he tion is all is fair in hiring and fir­
looks at it, it's as if he's seeing it ing. for the first time. He knows that We all know how to play the 
there are two of you -the real game. He knows as well as you 
you and the you sitting there - that chances are that you are ·there 
trying to make a good impression. just to gain experience in taking 
Then, inevitably, he comes up with an interview - sort of a prelim-
some brilliant question for -you inary bout. · 
such as "What did you think of the But if you really want ·the job 
ball game last night ?" This is sup-
J 
and your qualifications are right -
posed to put_ you at ease, in a don't worry - you'll get it. 











,��:�1! ��11��� ::�;���e£; • Don't be late 
Wirth Noting ... 
difficult to remain. • Have some idea about the ( Continued from Page. 2) 
This would create a special crisis in teacher education at a. time company - its products and repu- against people harboring pets, but it strikes me as indecent ·to lavish 
when there is already an acute shortage of teachers in the state. Many tation 
· sums of money on animals for things beyond the requirements for 
of those who can barely affonl to pay a minimal tuition will find it • Speak 'clearly and use cor,rect their normal, healthy subsistence, when that money is so desperately impossible to save funds for further study in professional schools. English needed by people. To buy prime beef for a dog or calf's liver for a cat 
CONTENTION . . Tuition-free higher education is too costly. Some tricks to remember: while there are children throughout the wodcl scavenging in garbage 





















n:::�t pocket and just before you enter One can forgive, however, well-meaning if misguided pet owners: 






�� i�t ;;! their actions are predicated -on a variety of utterly human reason's, not
tion " ... and the return to society is ,greater." In increased taxes alone, shake hands without embarrass-
the least of which m·ay be loneliness. But the anti-vivisection move-, 
the college educated person pays back to the state more than the cost ment. 
ment is absolutely unpardonable. Granted that laboratory animals a,re 
of ,his education. The measure of return in productive output and tech- often mistreated and,  through sadism or negligence, are sometimes 
nological progress cannot be statistically computed, but it is extremely . • And girls - short skirts are subjected to unspeakable cruelties. Granted that this -should be in,., 
great. The Governor's Committee strongly recommended that more state mce- but r;memb_er �hen you sit vestigated, sto.pped where it exists and the perpetrators punished. But 
funds for educational purposes would result in lowered welfare costs. d?wn - you 11 be fightrng and tug- .to abolish the use of laboratory animals completely as a "humane " act 
"We suggest," the report says, "that a sharp increase in amounts' gm� all the way through the in- is to sacrifice human lives to disease and sickness. for the sake o
f 
spent for education and ·t1·aining is the best and most effective means terv:iew. animals. Again, this is a denial of humanity in favor of animalism. 
of reversing this upward trend in relief costs, that it will prove, in the e Another thing - when you 
I would gladly see a hu11dred of the fine�t clogs ground to powder to 
long· run, to be a cheaper solution to unemploym�nt than relief ch.eeks." lie on your application - remem- save the
 life of the hµmblest man. If Dr. Salk had had to poison a 
CONTENTION ... Students should pay part of the cost of their ber it so that you won't be "found 
million white . mice to rid the world of polio, that was too- bad for
collee-e education because it would be more meaningful to them. out" in the cross-examination. 
the mice, but how WOllderful for mankind' 
- Still another factor ir{ ' the de-humanization of man is, of all 
FACT ... If this argument is true, than free public elementary • Be confident and sure and ask things, science. 
aJ1d secondary education should be abolished. A college degree is a for more than you think the job Item: A recent LIFE Mag,azine article described how monkeys 
prerequisite for a great many more jobs today than it was in the days is worth. have been m�de to react by placing elect1•odes (a la Frankenstein) in
·when free public school education was initiated. On the other hand the inter- their brains and jolting the litt:le fellows into action with an electric 
Today a college education is as vital for our national security ancl viewer- has his job cut out for'him. shock. The accompanying pictures show how an otherwise convivial 
to develop leadership for our democratic sosiety as high school educa- People wander in from the street-- simian was made to terrorize his companions by having about two 
tion was a decade ago. While family income has risen dramatically 'out of the rafo and figure while cents' worth of electricity course through Ii.is skull. Carried to their 
in the intervening years, so have living and education costs. ' they're here they might as well logical conclusion, these experiments are expected to eventually permit 
CONTENTTION ... Most students attending public colleges can apply for a job. scientists to control and motivate human activity by similar means. 
' well afford to pay tuition. They get seventeen yea,r olds The whole affair conjures up images of an Orwellian world of semi-
FACT ... In a survey conducted at City College two years .ago it applying for the position of general human, battery-operated, transistorized robots of flesh and bone. 
was found · that more than thirty-six per cent of the students come manager and sixty-five year old Add to the foregoing depressing list such innovations as sub-
. from families earning -a gross annual income of less than .$5000. An widows seeking truck driver jobs. liminal advertising, push-button kitchens, modern art, teaching-by­
add.itional thirty-eight per cent have gross fa,mily income ranging from So lhe screening process has to be television, etc., etc., etc., and it becomes apparent that we have hardly 
$5000 to $7000 a year. Only twenty-six pei: cent have family incomes set up. The information clerk, the scra,tched the surface of the many ways in which our ,humanity -
of $7000 or more a year. department secretary and the ins our "humanness" - is being peeled away ip thin, barely perceptible 
Ninety per cent of City College undergraduates are forced to take terv:iewer's secretary all act -as buf- , layers. The end result may be, a milleniuni hence, a race of :fbur­
after school and summer jobs in order to contribute to family income fers to weed out the undesirables. limbed, ambulatory vegetables lying in 'the sun and vaguely wonder-
and/or pay for books and personal expenses. 'i'we!.ve page applicatioD: forms also ing why they are here. 
while students do not pay tuition, their families must sacrifice the ---------'-----------------------------� 
income their children would earn if they were not 'in college. 
CON1TENTION . .  Most public colleges in the country charge 
tuition. 
FACT . . . An overall survey of tuition poiicies at state colleges 
revealed no consistent policy either among or within the states. How­
ever, the highly aedaimed state university system in one of the fastest 
growing states, the University of California does not charge tuition 
to its undergraduates. 
Last week in a neighboring state, trustees of· the University of 
Com1ecticut unanimously voted to oppose introduction of ,a tuition fee 
on the grounds that "basic educational a,ncl institutional costs of the 
University should be borne by direct state appropriation" rather than 
through imposition of ·any sort of tuition fee. 
New York is 49th out of 50 states in amount of per capita aid 
to education. 
Col liege Grads , Needed 
The Social Security Adnunistra­
tion needs qualified college grad­
uates as claims representative trai­
nees in 'its district offices. All ap­
pointments are made from among 
candidates who have passed the 
Federal Service Entrance Examin­
ation. You may take this 2½ hour 
test here at Baruch School in Room 
4 South on Tuesclay, April 2, 1963 
at 1:30 p.m. 
Those who pass will be inter­
viewed on Friday, April 5, 1963. 
$4;565 - Starting salary per an­
num ($380 per month). 
$5,795 - After six months train­
ing ($483 per month). 
$7,030. Base pay twelve months 
later ($586 per month (Maximum 
$9,100 without promotion). 
Appointments are made to Social 
Security offices in New York. 
Sign up at the placement office 
immediately, Room 303. You 'will 
receive a booklet giving full details. 
----· __. I -·
"{' -:-=---- .-=--- ..... \ 
JET TO MIAMI BEACH THIS EASTER 
ON THE ATLANTIC & WESTERN COLLEGE SPECIAL 
Everyone had such a ball on our COLLEGE INTERSESSION TOUR that we had to 
do it again. Here it is, all the fun· c1nd excitement of Miami Beach a+ low, low ra.+es 
on Atlantic & Western's COLLEGE EASTER VACATION SPECIAL 
MIAMI BEACH JET TOURS 8 DAYS 7 NIGHTS INCLUDING 
$ ROUNDTRIP JET FLIGHTS STAY AT THESE LUXURIOUS 
• ROUNDTRIP LIMOUSINES AIRPORT /HOTEL OCEANFRONT HOTELS 
• HOTEL FOR SEVEN NIGHJS (dble. occup.) THE SAXONY ........ ,.,µ,,,,_,,,,_ .. $194.50 
CASABLANCA . 194.50 
• DELICIOUS MEALS SANS SOUCI 182.50 
• 1963 SEDAN at your ·disposal CROWN ·····�---··--·-· 182.50 DEAUYILLE 206.50 Add $6.00 to rate VERSAILLES ···-�----- 182.50 
SPECIAL RATES FOR 3 OR 4 IN A ROOM 
ATLANTIC & 
NEW YORK 165 w. 45111:sr. JU 6-19S0
QUEENS 97-63 QUEENS BLVD. Corner 64 th. Road TW 6-3600 
WESTERN BROOKLYN 20 DEKALB AVE. UL 8-7 7 00 
TRAVEL HICKSVILLE l.1.16 No. Juualem Au GE3•2200 onen eve,. LI PHONE IV· 6-0909 
-
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Theat[,eITTi-::1S��view I Behind the Scenes With Ployrods
BYE BYE BIRDIE 
By Ira Stoller 
Book by Michael Steward; Music by Charles Strouse; Lyrics by Lee Adams. 
Theatron, the Day Session drama group, added another success 
to its string of 57 productions over the past thirty years with the 
highly entertaining musical presented at the Baruch School auditorium 
this past Saturday evening. 
If we had to use one word to describe Playrads this semester, that word would have 
to be "new". The "new" look can be seen in the Friday night workshops, the regular Mon­
day night meetings, and especially in this term's major production of "Mr. Roberts." 
The workshop has been clividedl�·-------------------------­
The plot of Bye Bye Birdie can be summarily dispensed with, as 
this is a show which relies on the vtiality of a youthful cast to make 
its points. Albert Peterson, president of Almaelou Music, and manager 
of America's idol, Conrad Birdie (a singer who makes Elvis Presley 
seem as staid as Bing Crosby, receives word that Conrad is to report 
for induction into the Army. Simultaneously, Rose Alvarez, his girl 
Friday and sometimes girlfriend for eight years submits her resignation 
and one last suggestion: that Albert write -a new song for Com·ad 
("One Last Kiss") and that Conrad bestow one last kiss upon some 
lucky female member, one of his 2300 fan clubs. The intended result: 
into five "clinics" which will pro- portfolio to some one hundred and 
vide instruction to any students sixty-seven men who worshipped 
who are interested in such phases him. 
title role has never appeared on 
the Baruch stage before, but is
well known for his work in th1,ee 
plays at our Harlem annex. He also 
W1·ote two shows and one film for
the Air Force. 
of the theatre as speaking, im- The crew had chosen its own 
provisa.tion, makeup, music, dance, enemy - the Captain. The inces-sant guerrilla warfare they wage 
etc. Those wishing to take advan- against their pigheaded skipper 
Albert makes a bundle on a hit record, Conrad becomes a soldier, and 
Rose becomes Mrs. Albert Peterson, the wife of an English teacher. 
tage of one or more of the clinics provides a long series of hilarious 
need not be members of Playrads. events. Those and Mr. Roberts' own 
For instance, the speech clinic brand of heroism, far beyond the call of duty, have made "Mr. Rob­meets from 7:30 to 8:15 P.M. Any- erts" one of the best loved military 
Vic Morosco and Bob Anderson, 
who play "Doc" and Ensign Pulver 
respectively, are no strangers to 
Pla.yra.ds or its major productions. 
Vic, a graduate of the American 
Theatre Wing, will be remembered 
for his performance as Ernie Lacy 
in last semester's presentation of 
"Blue Denim." If Nie shows some
of the energy and feeling he put 
into "Ernie,'' we will be in for a 
fine evening of theatre. 
The lucky female chosen at random is Kim MacAfee of Sweet 
Apple, Ohio, who has just become pinned to Hugo Peabody, the most 
gangling and awkward example of American manhood that will ever be 
encountered. Conrad's arrival in Sweet Apple sends the entire popula­
tion into a swoon and Albert writes his mother Mae that "One Last 
Kiss" is Almaelou's swan song and he and Rose are to be married. 
Mae arrives in Sweet Apple ("Three days and three night on a Trail­
ways bus, but after all I'm only a mother") to stop her sonny-boy from 
marrying Spanish Rose. Rose walks out on Albert, a jealous Hugo 
slugs Conrad coast-to-coast on the Ed Sullivan Show, and Kim walks 
out on Hugo. The second act is devoted to the return of all females 
to their intended mates. 
one interested in improving his or. plays of all time. 
her speech is cordially invited to I "M/ Roberts" will be ably di­
attend. rected by Miss Nancy McHugh, 
CAST 
(in order of appearance) 
Albert Peterson ........... Robert Eisner 
Rose Alvarez . . . . . . . . . ... Pat Dingle 








Marian Terrace, April Vlotkoffssky, 
Peggy Weinstein, Michael Weiser 
Ursula Merkle ... Marion Mayer 
Kim MacAfee ............... Lisa Gibson 
Mrs. MacAfee ........... Carole Gomshay 
Mr. MacAfee . . . . . . . ... Charles Cooley 
Sad Girl ............... Margie Meyersson 
Another Sad Girl . . ... Lynda Greenwald 
Mae Peterson ..... Helen Hanft 
Conrad Birdie .... Joel Terrace 
Mayor . . . . . . . . . ..... Pete1- Schmidt 
Mayor's Wife ...... Judi Horowitz 
Hugo Peabody ...... ..... Jerry Landau 
Randolph MacAfee . . . .Barry Feinberg 
Mrs. Merkle ... Harriet Lamb 
Mr. Henkel . . . . . . . William Duffy 
Gloria Rasputin . Eileen Binstock 
TV Stage Manager ........ Gary Miranda 
Charles F. Maude ..... Martin Braunstein 
Ensemble: Libby Bleaman, Martin Braun­
stein, Mike Burner. Ray CeraOOne, Mary 
Jo Donnelly, Lenny Drachtman, Lynda 
Greenwald, Judi Horowitz, Harriet Lamb, 
Jody Lane, Woody Levitan, Sandra 
Malinowitz, Margie Meyerson. Gary 
Miranda. Dennis Neuhaus, Tony Oleksy, 
Herb Schleimer, Jack Schleimer, Peter 
Schmidt, Sara Stein. Marion Terrace, 
April Vlotkoffsky, Peggy Weinstein, Mi­
chael, Weiser, Arthur Widawski, Jeri 
Yates, Elane York. 
The score is pleasant, but not memorable; however, it is the direc-
Bob has worked under Miss Mc­
Hugh previously, appearing as 
Professor Adam Pusey in "The 
Girls in 509." He has also handled 
the scenic and lighting designs for 
many past Playrads productions. 
T):1.ose who know Bob privately pre­
dkt that his performance should 
J:>e a memorable one indeed. 
Two newcomers, Fred Altschuler 
and A1-tie Vaeler, will handle the 
roles of Gerha1-t and Dolan. Fred is 
well known in other phases of the 
Evening Session extra-curricular 
program, being treasurer of the 
Inter-Club Board' and Hillel, and 
Vice President of the Accounting 
Society. He has no previous acting 
experience. 
tion of Jerry A1Tow and the staging of Mssrs. Arrow and Choreographer Ma.le members of the cast of Playrads' for the coming production 
Michael Aubrey which make this a pleasant evening. Their staging of "Mr. Roberts.;' 
A1-t has no real acting experi­
ence except for some work in high 
school Gilbe1-t and Sullivan pro­
ductions. It took Playrads to rec­
ognize this latent talent. the difficult Telephone Hour scene compares favorably with this re-
viewer's recollection of the Broadway production. The hard-working, The workshop will also continue 
well-rehearsed cast comes through qujte nicely and the ensemble pro- its work wit):1. other clubs. For those 
,rides the spirit wltich the book requires. not familiar with this new feature 
The real high spot of the evening would have been terribly panned of Playrads, any club planning a 
if this reviewer had not stayed for the second act. Casting a sopho- social or dance can request Play­
more with no previous acting experience in a leading role, Theatron rads to either assist with or to 
has introduced us to Pat Dingle, a young lady who, probably due to completely plan the entertainment 
stage fright wasn:t heard beyond the tenth row during most of the for the evening. This _program got 
first act. Settling down as the second act curtain went up Pat sang and off to a highly successful start with 
danced her way through the sultry part of Rose with a smile on her. an African dance presentation at 
face which seemed to indicate that she was enjoying herself as much the Hillel dance on March 9. Fu­
as the audience. She dances well, sings very nicely, -and displayed a tm'e skits are in the works to be 
quiet beauty and enough of a Latin temper to make her an ideal presented at the forthcoming Car­
Spanish Rose. It is worth the price of a ticket to watch her perform. ver Club Fashion Show, the Inter-
Lisa Bibson (Kim MacAfee), is an attractive blonde who recites her national League dance this Friday 
lines as they should be (,vith the naivete _of a 15-year-old), but lacks night, and the Hillel Israeli Inde­
the voice to carry her through her musical numbers. The program pendence Day celebration. 
notes tell us that �is� is an experi�nced dancer and her_ few �a�ce Under another phase ·of its di­movements seem to mdicate that she 1s a _good dan�er who is deprivrng versified program, the workshop the audience of something by appearmg m a smgmg role. . is working on a variety show which Many of the cast are Theatron veterans, all of them pr:3-iseworthy, will be presented on Monday, April 
�specially !fel�n Hanft whose portr-ay_al of Albert's suf_fer1:ng mother 15, 1963 at the regular meeting is the conuc �ghhght of t�e show. _Gi�en the �est coI�llc Imes. of the of Playrads. The show is being book, she de)ivers _ them Wlth the tJ.nung _and m�onation reqm-red to Wl"itten, directed, produced and keep the audi_ence m constant laughter _ while she 1s on stage. . acted entirely by members of Play-Robert Eisner (Albert) whose previous Theat1:·on successes mclu?e rads. As soon as the variety show _the dramatic L?ok Ho�e_war_d Angel _and the comi_ng Stala� 17, agam is completed, workshop will com­demonstrates his versatility ,m a musical role. He is a pleasmg though mence work on two one-act plays not overpowering song-and-dance man. . . to be put on at a future Monday Jerry �n�au as the awkward Hugo makes a d1ff1cult portrayal night meeting. At this writing, the 
utterly convmcmg. . , exact plays have yet to be selected. Joel Terrace _ as Conrad, resplendent m_ a gold lallll: �otorcy_cle The Monday night meetings fea-jacket breathes his way throug_h two songs m _ the best _ B1rdrn f:3-5h�on ture lectures on a broad range of before he forsakes the hand microphone and displays hrn real smgmg theatre topics by prominent people ability in I've Got a Lot of Livi�' to Do. . in and around the New York thea-Fourteen-ye:3-r-old Bar�·y F�ml_>erg seems to _k�o,v his way about tre scene. Past lectures have seen the stage and dis�lays _ a fme smgmg_ voice as Kim s younger brother. Alice Spivak, Olatunji, etc. This Theatron should give him a scholarship. semester Elaine May promises to
":'he costu�es were typically teen-age �n? colorful, the sets were be a big �ttraction wl;ert she graces practical and time for scene changes was mnumal. the Oak Lounge one upcoming 
Monday night. Watch for the of­
ficial announcement. 
who will be remembered by Play-
rads f.ans for her highly successful 
direction of "The Girls in 5.09" last 
year. Miss M-cHugh is returning by 
invitation and popular request. 
Those who did not try out for 
C.C.N.Y. STUDENTS
e Sell Stocks, Mutual Funds 
e Part Time - Full Time - No Exp. 
acting assignments in the show AVENUE INVESTORS 
are reminded of the many openings 
WO 2-6480 that exist for backstage personnel, ..._ ___________ _ 
people to assist with scenery, make-
up, props, etc. Girls (or fellows) 
who like to sew are especially 
needed, since most of the Navy 
costumes will be made by the 
Book Offer: Edited Dore Ogrlzek 
"THE WINTER BOOK OF 
SWITZERLAND" group. Handy Guide to Winter Sports 
The cast of "Mr: Robe1-ts" fea- 383 pages. must. color $2.50 
tures several Playrads regulars MIDNIGHT BOOKS 
along with some talented newcom- Box 
10iro':{i�1:'.°�7.HJ�
\._8tatlon 
ers. Fredric Peters who plays the '---------,-----� 
BROOKLYN LAW SCHOOL 
· App,oved by 
Amerio.an Bar Association 
DAY AN'D EVENING 
Underg-raduate ·classes Leading to LL.B. D�gree 
GRADUATE COURSES 
Leading to Degree of LL.M. 
New Term Commences September 16, 1963 
Further vn.formation may be obtci-ined 
frnm the Office of the Dfre9tor of Admissions, 
375 PEARL ST., BROOKLYN 1, N. Y. Near Borough Hall 
'l"elepltone: MA 5-2200 
Corner Next Monday night, several one- r;,,e======================="""i'j act plays will be i·ead by the group. 
EAR THE HUDSON RIVER 
There's something incomplete 
in that yellow landscape. 
There's something dubious 
in those waves 
bm·ned by naphtha. 
There's a sense of solitude 
in the sky entangled 
a.mid smoking funnels. 
There's a sense of dread 
in the songs of sailors 
emptying ship holds 
full of rainbows, 
thus in your eyes, 
thus in my eyes, 
Love. 
LOVE IN WINTERTIME 
If you knocked the splintered door 
of my blood, 
what could I do 
if not dry your 
rughtlike eyes, 
Magdalene. 
An early wind crushes 
my tltin shoulders, 
and snow . . .  snow eats 
the green eyes of meadows, 
the black faces 
of the highways. 
All interested students are invited 
to listen or participate. No ex­
perience is necessary. 
As most of the school already 
knows, this semester's major pro­
duction, which ,vjll take place in 
the Baruch School Auditorium on 
Friday and Saturday, May 3 and 4, 
will be the rollicking military com­
edy, "Mr. Roberts." 
Mr. · Robe1-ts was cargo officer 
and first lieutenant on the u.s.s. 
"Reluctant," a sltip that liad never 
seen action. He had expected to 
fight for his country. Instead he 
found himself in the backwashes of 
the Pacific playing guardian an­
By Giuseppe Costantino gel, referee and dip]om'at without 
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The George Washington Carver 
Club will hold its regularly sched­
uled meeting on Friday, March 29. 
"The meeting will be held in room 
403 and wHl begin promptly -at 
6:30. 
Carver is looking for a student 
-0r faculty member who would ·be 
·willing to give waltz instructions 
·fo a group of 6 or 8 people. For 
-more information please leave your 
·name and telephone number in 
:Box 942. 
Hotel reservations can still be 
made for the Penn Relays but no 
money will be accepted after this 
Friday. Carver is also providing 
"bus transportation to the Relays 
:at $5.00 per ticket. Anyone inter­
•ested should be present this Fri­
-day with the required amount be­
cause April 5 is the deadline for 
bus tickets. 
All members who are in the 
Fashion Show to be held in May 
=ust be present Friday for re­
hearsals. It is important that ev-
-eryone attend. 
Carver is still open for member­
·ship and all students who would 
1ike to apply are cordially invited 
,so they may participate in .this 
:term's program. 
NOTES 
Hebrew Union College, will be the 
guest and his topic will be "Moses 
and the Bible." 
NEWMAN CLUB 
This Friday evening the New­
man Club, Evening Session, will 
speaker will be Father Walter 
Kelleher, of the Christophers. 
He will speak on the Christophers 
on Campus. All students are in­
vited to attend the meeting and 
listen to Father who is a very 
well known personality in college 
circles. The meeting will start at 
8:00 in room 307 in the Student 
Center. 
Next week April 5, 1963, Friday 
evening will be the monthly bus­
iness meeting follo\"ed by nomina­
tions for officers for the coming 
years. All dues paid members are 
urged to attend and to voice their 
views on who should guide the 
Club for the next year. 
OVER 21 CLUB 
The newly formed Co-ed Over 
21 ·'club will have its first social 
get-together Friday night, March 
29, at 8:00 P.M. in room 304 of the 
Student Center. 
SPORTS CAR CLUB 
A new Club, the Sports Car 
THE REPO RTE R' Wednesday, March 27, 1963 
'Adv. Photography' Topic of 
Camera Club Guest Speaker 
By Prince A. David 
"Advertising photography is demanding more 2¼"x2¼" negatiyes today than it did 
ten years ago," said Mr. Ernest Wildi, Executive Sales Representative 9f the Paillard 
Company, in an address before the Evening Session Camera Club on Thurs¢lay evening, 
March 241, 1963 in the Student• 
Center at 9 :30 P.M. questions about the equipment and of a roll. A difficult shot.--a-a quick 
"The public is becoming accus- Mr. Wilcli allowed them to examine change of lenses, Angles of View 
tomed to the square pict�re format ·the cameras and accessories. between 9' and 90' with special 
due to the great versatility of the After the · first part of the dem- finders for everything from sport onstration, Mr. Wilcli, showed col- shots to micro work." The onlyHasselblad reflex camera. Ten ored slides and gave pointers on camera for the person on the go in 
year's ago the newspapefa and mag- composition and technique. photography. 
azine advertisers demanded the Mr. Wildi was . invited by the 
large press camera negative," con- Plays Leading Role club's president to speak to, the 
tinued Mr. Wildi. , Th H lb! d f h t club about photography in general' e asse a - or P O o- and the new trend in advertis'ing Mr. Wildi, a noted photo-illustra- graphic versatility is playing a photography toward the square 
tor, spoke to the Camera Club for ��:f��m
1;��'c:�l 1fi��
e1�Jn�����;� negative format. 
approximately one hour and dem- raphers are demanding that one The Camera Club is planning a 
onstrated the various accessories camera should be capable of meet- photo-duiz for its members in the 
of the Hasselbl�d camera by show- ing a wide range of requirements near future to help the group to 
ing a portfolio of advertising pie- and at present the Hasselblad is better understand their hobby of 
tures, and projecting colored slides the only quality camera that can ph0tography. 
of travel views he had taken for cope with every photographic sit- There will be a shooting session, 
Holiday magazine and other medi- uation, It is possible to switch in Thursday evening, March 28, 1963. 
urns. a matter of seconds from black- The girls from Playrads have 
The members of the club asked white to color-even in the middle promised to act as models. 
Hl'LLEL 
At the next meeting of Hillel on 
'Thursday, March 28, at Hillel 
:House, 144 East 24th St., Rabbi 
::Marvey Teitelbaum, graduate of 
Club, is now being formed. It is -----------------------�--------------
The Reporter 
IlJRGENTLY NEEDS . . '' 
• REPORTERS 
• RE-WRITE STAFF 
• COPY EDITORS 
• PHOTbGRAPHEti.S 
open to all who are interested in 
sports cars ( owners and non­
owners). If yoµ are interested 
please see Bob Banks in room 311 
on Monday, Wednesday, or Thurs­
day night, or write to Bob Banks 
c/o Inter-Club Board, Box 946, 
Student Center, Baruch School. 
IN TERN;).T.IO NAL ,LEAGUE 
The International League is 
again holding a social in the Mar­
ble Lounge; on Friday evening, 
March 29, at 8:30 P.M. The event 
of the evening is a Folk-Song 
F-estival. Everyone is invited to 
join in. 
•'THE SAFE w AY to stay .alert 
without · harmful stimulant1s 
:;,NoDoz keeps you mentally 
,·alert with the same safe re­
-fresher found in coffee and 
·tea. Yet NoDoz is faster,
•-bandier, more reliable. Abso­
•lutely not habit-forming. 
Next time monotony makes 
you feel drowsy while driving, 
working, or studying, do as 
millions do ... perk up with 
safe, effective NoDoz tablets. 
Another tine product or Grove Laboratories. 
i 
No A.F. R.O.tC.? 
Go A.F.O.tS..! 
These letters stand for Air Force Officer Train- the Aerospace Team. You'll be serving your 
ing School-the gateway to an Air Force career country while you get a flying headstart on 
for ambitious college men who didn't have the an exciting career. 
chance to enroll in AFROTC. The U.S. Air Force is at the forefront of every 
. OTS is a tough course, But it's a great oppor- vital new technological breakthrough of the 
tu'nity-one that may not always be available. Aerospace Age. It sponsors one of the world's 
'If you're withi� · 210 days of graduation, we most advanced research and development 
LI hA,�'lfome your appfioation how! Wei can't guar- prog'r�m 1s'-and you can be part of it. 
';-:·:�
1
Mfe,�h�,�-��;11·��f.�9'f,_t6''ir.i ·a fe�r:. i,':;) ,, OTsj� �P�fl, to both' men and women. For 
. , A_'$, c)n �i�, f P(�� .. qffjc,�r:, you'll, .be a le,�
d�� on informatiori., see your local recruiter. 
U.S. Air ·Force 
Wednesday, March 27, 1963 
Coming Next Week 
THE BERNIE B. BEAVER COLORING BOOK 
Get Your Copy Early 
·How's Yer Byrd,
Charlie?
Yer byrd'II be fine at
"Bye Bye Birdie"
this Saturday night
if you eat ,at the
ALADIN,
open before and after the 
show with fine food and 
ice cream s:pec·ia.litiesQ 
THE REPORTER Page Seven 
Winningest Record at the College? 
The Beaverettes With a 7 -4 Mark 
By Linda Joseph 
Basketball is normally regarded as a male sport, yet with some five male teams com­
peting for the college, it took the Beaverettes, the Women's Varsity Basketball team to 
have the winningest record. The team closed the season with a 7-4 record by beating' St. 
Joseph's College, 31-29, last Wednesday, on a last second field goal by Mary Dominique. 
The women's team though not�· ___ _______ __:. _______________ _ 
too well known by Evening Ses�ion and Peg Hebard, teamwork was the Her forte was defensive rebound-
!3aruch 
_
students, has been flourish- dominant factor in defeating seven inf . . mg for many years. Under the . F1ghtm' Fran" Feuerstein a 
coaching of Miss Andrea Schnabel, of the City's tougheSt teams. seruor majoring in Physical 
1
Ed-
the team managed to have a _better With the lack of cheerleaders ucation, was second high scorer 
record than they have had m the and, in some cases, even spectators, foi' the team. Fran is known for 
past five years. the team played some real cliff- highly effective outside set shots. 
During midseason the Beaver- hangers. Besides the last second Although a senior, Fran will return ettes built up a four-game winning win over St. Joseph 's, it beat Mol- to captain the team prior to her streak. Victims during the spurt Joy after two minutes of overtime January 1964 graduation. were Wagner, NYU, Hofstra, and by only one point. Maggi Kalb, an Electrical En­Manhattanville. Earlier in the sea- Miss Dorniruque, a graduating gineering major, was third high 
son it defeated the Alumnae, then senior majoring in cartography, scor
er for the Beaverettes. Her 
lost to Brooklyn, Queens and Hun- was high scorer for the Beaver- ability in acting led the referees. 
ter. Its other loss was to Ad_elphi. ettes this season, ,averaging close to believe that she is accident It closed out the season with a to 16 points pe�· game. The tallest prone, but she led the team in 
one-point victory over Molloy and girl on the team, Mary plays rov- foul shots. 
a two-point margin over St. Jo- ing forward and led the team in Louise Cook, an Art major, and 
seph's. rebounding. Peg Hebard are the two major 
Led by Mary Dominique, Co- .Co-captain Beth Schefflin, a p
lay-makers 0� the_ team. . . 
captain Beth Schefflin, Fran Feuer- sophomore majori 'ng in Physical 1:'he team will _wmd up this VIC­
stein, Maggi Kalb, Louise Cook, Education, played stationary guard. t?riou_s seas?n, with a din:1er some time m Apnl. The returnrng play-
Set Lucky 
l'1a, "Crazy Quastians" 
(Based on the hilarious book "The Question Mon.") 
ers are anxiously awaiting the be­
ginning of next season with the 
hopes that they can improve their 
winning re.co_rd and g'ain the in­
terest of many more spectators. 
Baruch Romps 
(Continued from Page· 8) 
pivot and Keidanz driving around 
his ma11, the duo scored easj.ly 
from underneath . W1?,en a-shot was 
missed Falcone was there to score, 
on the rebound. 50 CASH AWARDS A MONTH. ENTER NOW. HERE'S HOW: 
First, think of an answer. Any answer. Then come up with 
a nutty, surprising question for it, and you'v� d_one a_ 
"Crazy Question," It's the easy new way for students to 
make loot. Study the examples below; then do your own. 
Send them, with your name, address, college and class, 
to GET LUCKY, Box 64F, Mt. Vernon 10, N. Y. Winning 
entries will be awarded $25.00. Winning entries sub· 
mitted on the inside of a Lucky Strike wrapper will get a 
$25.00 bonus. Enter as often as you like. Start right now! 
RULES: The Reuben H. Donnelley Corp. will judge' entries on the basis of 
humor (up to 1/3 ), clarity and freshness (up to 1/2), and appropriateness (up 
to ½), and their decisions will be final. Duplicate prizes-will ... be awarded 
in the everit of ties. Entries must be the original works of the entrants and 
must be submitted in the entrant's own name. There will be 5,0 awards 
every month, October through April. Entries received during each month 
will be considered for that mo·nth's awards. Any entry received after April 
30, 1963, will not be eligible, and all become the property of The American 
Tobacco Company. Any college student may enter the ,contest, except em· 
ployees of The American Tobacco Company, its advei4'.ising agencies and 
Reuben H. Donnelley, and relatives of the said employees, Winners will be 
notified by mail. Contest subject to all federal, state, and local regulations. 
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THE ANSWER IS: 
Get Lucky 
the taste to start with ... the taste to star with 
@A. T.Co. 
THE QUESTION IS: WHAT DO YOU GET WHEN YOU REQUEST A PACK OF THE 
MOST POPULAR REGULAR-SIZE CIGARETTE AMONG COLLEGE STUDENTS? 
Right! You get Lucky; you get the fine-tobacco taste of Lucky Strike. This great 
taste is the best reason to choose Luckies ... the big reason why Lucky smokers 
stay Lucky smokers. So get with it. Get Lucky today! 
o/'£J j . 1'Jf? - . £?. --···· .. 0# 
.. 
Product of c/h � J� - J<Jfkuec- is our middle name 
At halftime the Baruch teami. 
led 49-27. The trio of veterans had. 
aCCQ_l}nte<l. • for �40 points, led by 
Keidanz's · 15. 
The "Y" never came closer than• 
58-41 in the second half. Baskets. 
by Falcone, Joe Bengiat and Val' 
Clark opened up tpe margin agairu 
and ·the home <;lub led by as much. 
as 2,7 points. 
Having just eight players avail-­
able, .Coach G_eo1·ge Wolfe didn't. , 
· · ·�. fr•, · 
Bob Keidanz 
have too much to do in clea:rfng 
his bench. Stai-ters Lelchuk, Clark 
and Keidanz sat out the last seven 
minutes. Reserve Paul Kemeness 
and Bob Hershkowitz got into the 
· sco1dng act. Kemeness tallying on 
a give-and-go play and Hersh­
kowitz hltting with a one-hander 
from the outside. George Thornton, 
who joined the team at midseason, 
had his best game tallying eight 
points. 
The box score: 









G F P G FP 
� ; L �;;;,� t g t 
7 2 16 , Mullin, rf 7 1 15 
9 3 21 , Arch l O a-
7 7 21 . M'D'mott, c 5 0 10• 
1 0 2 Hamm 1 0 :r. 
3 3 9 . Owens, lg O � 1' 
1 0 2 . Kesin- 4 l 9' 
, Silber, rg 9 2 20· 
Total Ii 2i· 83 Total 29- 563'.
West Side YMCA ......... 27 36 - 63" 
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chuk; Clar , Thornt'on� Keidanz. 2: : 
Wednesday, March 27, 1963 
Baruch Routs West Side ·y; 83-63, l·ntramurals Start Friday;
To Finish Season With 7-5 Record Lamp;ort M1e1ets Dea1n-Saxe 
By Burt Beagle 
· With its tlu:ee v_eterans dominatin�· the play', the Baruch E,vening Session cagers easily 
defeated the West Side YMCA, 83-63, l.n Hansen Hall, last Friday night. It was the final 
game of the season for the Baruch team which ended its season with a 7-5 record. 
Lettermen Marshall Lelchuk, Bob Keidanz and Tony Falcone combined to score 58 
• points with Lelchuk and Keidanz,..c,•r------------­
Fencers Fifth 
In /FA Meet 
City College's fencing team fin­
ished fifth in the Inte1·collegiate 
Fencing Association Champi0nsh1J!)s 
heki recently at the Palestra in 
Philadelphia. 
Columbia, Navy and NYU - the 
tlu·ee teams that defeated City 
during regular season matches -
finished one-two-three in the field. 
In all 12 teams, the top eastern 
powers, competed. Princeton which 
lost to the Beave1's by oire victory 
during the season, nipped Ci,ty by, 
one victory �or fom'th place. IOvera_ll City had a 52-47 record 
for the two-day competition. The . 
foil squad finished fourt-h with �a , 
19-14 mark. The sabre team was 
fifth with a 18-15 record and the 
epee group was eighth with a 15-
18 record. 
Vito Mannino, an All-American 
selection a year ago, led the foil 
participants with a 7-4 record. Ed 
Martinez and Al Turner compiled 
'6-5 marks. 
Leon Agaronian paced the sabre 
squad with a 7-4 mark. Howeve1: he 
each netting a game high of 21. 
Lelchuk and Falcone also domi­
nated both backboards pulling 
down 33 rebounds between them. 
The Barnch team led from the 
start. Two free throws by Keidanz 
and two rebound shots by Falcone 
put the home club ahead 6-0. De­
spite hitting just two of its first 
14 shots, the home club lead 8-4 
often getting two or three shots 
at a time. 
Then with every player getting 
into the act, the Baruch team ran 
off 14 straight points for· a 22-4 
lead after just 7:22 had elapsed. 
Malcolm Hamm, a former Baruch 
player, now playing for the "Y" 
snapped the streak with a driving 
basket. However, the · visitor's 
never got closer than 15 points 
thereafter. 
With Lelchuk driving off the 
(Continued on Page 7) 
Beaver Nine 
Opens April 4 
The City baseball team has 
scheduled 19 games for the cur­
rent season, 14 of them in the 
Metropolitan Intercollegiate Base­
ball Conference. 
City will meet its municipal col­
lege rivals - Brooklyn, Que-ens 
and Hunter as well as West Point 
and Princeton. 
In league play the Beavers will 
play a double round-robin against 
St. John's, Fordham, Iona, Wag­ner, Hofstra, Manhattan and NYU. 
Opening day is set for Ap1':il 4 
when the Beavers visit Hunter. The 
league season opens t\yo days later 
at Hofstra. 
The Met League is trying some­
thing new this season. It has 
scheduled all games as part of 
doubleheaders on Saturdays. Us­
ually teams would play one game 
on Tuesday or Thursday and the 
second game of the week on Sat­
urday. 
Beginning with the Hofstra 
games City will play seven con­
secutive Saturday doubleheaders. It 
concludes the season on May 18 
agai,nst Fordham. 
City has booked seven games for 
Babe Ruth Field, its home park. 
The field is located across the 
street from Yankee Stadium. April 
18 Brooklyn is at City and on Ap1':il 
27, May 11, and May 18 double­
headers are scheduled with Iona, 
Wagner and Fordham respectively. 
. The third a�nual Evening Session Intramural Basket­
ball Tournament begins this Friday night with a double­
header in Hansen Hall. In the opening game at 6 :30 the 
Lamport House Rebels meet Dean-Saxe House. In the second 
game, the Carver Club plays the Post Hotise Raiders. 
The-cLamport-Dean-Saxe me'eting�.•�-,-----------­




s�:ee:� : Bea_gle. The . assignments are as 
have lost the top two men from follows: Harvey Brandwein and 
that squad. Lampo1t has some new Philip Levine to the Post Raiders; 






Ojjphant. and W ::i,lter Riv las to 
riament for the first time. Carver Prince House ; -Edwar<L,Thome and 
is led by George Thornton who Waltel' Kapustein, Chinese Bandits · 
averaged 16 points a game while Ge�rge Gilliland, Anthony Peneet; 
playing for the Pickups last year. and Irving Taylor - Finks Five · 
Intramural Lineups 
Opening Gaine 6:30 
Lamport Rebels Dean Saxe 
E�liet Ader A'.llan Bayarin 
Bill Becker Herb Bennin 
Ph-il D�l"Sey Jack Feiler 
Howie Ebert Alan Fishman 
Steve Falk Pat Gleason 
Bert Kc:plan Jack Kowitt 
Jeff Leantheal Elliot Mandleman 
Ben Pincus Marty Scmciker 
Steve Sinchild Lloyd Zucker 
Jay Zimmerman 
Nightcap 7:45 
·carver Club Post Raiders 
Billy Brown Harvey Brandwein 
Eddie D'onadelle Ed Friedman 
Kenneth Drummond Phil Goldin 
Lamont Fleming Bob Isaacs 
Stan Johnson Howie Kutnek 
Bill Taylor Lowell Levine 




Post is the tallest team in the 
t<?urnament. It boasts the biggest 
player to participate in Evening 
Session athletics in 6-8 Ed Fried­
man. It also has Lowell Levine, a 
6-4 forward. 
The second round of games will 
be played on April 5. In the pair 
the Lamport Unholy Five meets' 
Prince House in the first .game and 
the Chinese Bandits face the Finks 
Five in the nightcap. 
Several players who signed ''UP 
individually have been assigned to 




City's track team wouncl up in a 
three-way tie for second place in 
the Collegiate Track Conference 
chs1mpfonships held at Queens Col­
lege's Fitzgerald Gym March 16. 
City, Kings Point and Montclair 
State each totaled 34 points. Iona 
took first place with 42 points. 
Montclair Teachers was fifth with 
14 points. 
The Beavers one-mile relay team 
set a new mark covering the dis­
tance in 3 :27. The old record of 
3 :31.6 was set by Iona last year. 
Two other Beavers took first 
ES Cagers 'Fouled· Up' By Bronx -YMCA· 
Coach Edward Lucia 
inju1:ed his leg and was ineffectual 
in the finals. Bob Kao and Aaron 
Marcus also posted winning records 
in sabre with 6-5 and 5-4 Fecords, 
respectively. 1 
M-arshall Pas -torino and Stan 
Lefikowitz were 5-6 each in epe·e. 
Ric'har'd Weininger was 2-5. Ba,ru­
chian Joe Menschik r�placed Wein­
inger in the later rouncls and fin­
ished with a 3-1 mark. 
This Friday and Saturday City 
will participate in the NCAA 
ehampionships being held at the 
Air Force Academy in Colorado 
Springs, Colorado. Vito Mannino, 
Bob Kao and Stan Lefkowitz will 
be carrying the Beavers hopes for 
retention of thejr national ranking. 
Agaronian City's best sabre man 
withdrew from the competition due 
to his aversion to flying. Lefkowitz 
was a chosen by Coach Edward 
Lucia over Pastorino in epee. Pas­
torino had not performed well in 
recent matches. 
When you have only nine personal fouls called against .your team you wouldn't think 
you would be in foul trouble. But such was the case as the Baruch Evening Session cagers 
dropped their third straight game bowing to the Bronx Union YMCA, 77-73, in Hansen Hall, 
March 15. 
The loss brought the home club's�• -------------------------
-1 
three defenders and fed to Joel 
Bengiat who scored to put the 
home club into a 28-27 lead. George 
Hammond and Guerin countered to 
give the "Y" its 31-30 lead at 
record to 6-5 · for the season. and the home club never caught 
The Bronx "Y," which plays a up. 
pro-type schedule, won its fortieth The game soon became a duel 
game of the season. It has lost between Lelchuk and Bob Keidanz 
11 times. for the home club and Guerin. The 
The Baruch team's foul trouble "Y" mov�d to five point leads sev­
started early in the first half as eral times only to have the Baruch 





fife ���· fif ����
d 
mi:� The "Y" led just 62-60 with five 
utes. Lelchuk had 11 points at the 
and a half minutes left when 
time and had to sit out the final .George Fishe
r broke loose for four 
five minutes of the half. 
baskets in a 10-2 spurt that opened 
up a ten point lead, the largest of 
In the second half Lelchuk had the night. But the Evening team 
to play it safe to avoid fouliµg out. bounced back as Keidanz threw in 
The "Y" capitalized on the situa- two long one-handers and Lelchuk 
tion as its center _ Tommy Guerin netted two jump s·hots with tw
o 







Guerin hit short jump shots as on to preserve its victory. 
Lelchuk slumped off him. Guerin With Bradley leading the attack, 
accounted for 18 points in the sec- the visitors overcame an early 7-5 
ond half, after scoring jt\st' two in deficit, and moved into a 22-14 
the opening period. i�:\!1�:t1h:\�:����
d 
t!�� \!e�� 
The "Y" led 31.-30 at halftime. nearly seven minutes without a 
Baskets by Val Clark and Lelchuk field goal, but scored enough free 
at the start of the second half put throws to remain in contention. 
the Baruch team into the lead 34- W
hen the Baruch team broke the 
ice it did it quickly. Clark hit on 
33. However, Bill Bradley tapped a jump shot, Keidanz drove in to 
in a rebound to put the "Y" ahead score and Clark dribbled through 
halftime. Lenny Zane 
Leluchuk wound up ,high man for 
Baruch with 23 points an:cl '15 re-
places. Lenny Zane captured the 
bounds. Keidanz added 22 points, l!OOO-yard run in 2:21.8 and Bar-
18 of them in the second half. Clark uchian Jim Bourne won the mile 
accounted for 17 points. However, run. 
in 4 :33.5. 
the remainder of the squad could. City also took three second 
tally just 11 points hitting only plac�s. Paul Bronste!n was runner-
2 for 26 from the field. up m the shot put with a toss 
Bradley and Gem'in were the top of 40-¾" and Norman Jackman 
men for the "Y." Bradley had 26 took second place honors in the 
points, 18 of them i-n the first hailf. 60-y.ard dash. The two-mile re­
Guerin had 20 points in the final lay team gaithered . the third sec-
21 minutes. ond place finish in 8:23. 
The box score : Bili Casey was third in the 600-
B1>rueh Evenlug Bron,i: YMCA 
yard run in 1:14.8. Owen Master, 
G F P G F P normally City's best runner in the 
�/;�f,,���f 5 g � ���;,' 1;r 
1� f 2� eve�t, w�s di�q�aJlifiecl. 
�'!';;tt..;;s'-f · 6 i i g�'i:-'r'i:i�';,d 1� 5 2i BIii Hill, Gene Bartel and Mike 
��t'tc�,;itz i i 2�, ri:;1�';;� lg 4 2 10 
Didyk garnered third places for 
Keidanz., )£ 11 o 22 Bub, rg l � � City. Hill jumped 19-6 in the 
Clark, og 7 3 17 broad jump and Bartel six feet 
Total 2s 17 73 Total :is 7 77 in the high jump. Didyk covered 
Bronx Union YMCA . . .. 31 46 _ 77 two miles in 10:18.8. · 
Baruch Evening · · · · · · · · · 30 43 - 73 City will open its outdoor season 
B;._�1:Y t�O'r3':,b�iii';1�oh
B'c�'t _Y B�3Jgi-;;i; on Apri1l 6 against Fairleigh-Dick-
3, Campisi, Lelchuk 2, Hershkowitz. inson at Rutherford, N. J. 
